Umam D&R tackles remembrance, reconciliation, amnesty and justice

Nonprofit puts Lebanon in perspective through program of film and debates

Kaires Witon-Galle

The site is amazing a
substantial hou
of books r
linked to Lebanon and the Arab
world (including novels as well
as poetry anthologies) and a room
full of archives (such as old newpapers and letter written by
writers and artists). A new
project opened an exhibition spe
cifically for the lebanese
writers. The site has been
written and organized in
French, English, Arabic and
Armenian. The site is
accessible to public
for free.

The site is based on the
methaps the best
approach to the
Armenian
literature in
France. The site
was created by
a young
Armenian
American
living in
France.

The site is
updated
regularly
with new
information.

The site is
recommended
for
anyone
interested
in
Armenian
literature.

The site is
available
in
Armenian, English,
and French.

The site is
a
nonprofit
organization.

The site is
dedicated
to
preserving
and
promoting
Armenian
literature.

The site is
supported
by
private
donations.

The site
includes
a
library,
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exhibitions.
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